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One of the last great names in the Japanese ukiyo-e style, Utagawa Kuniyoshi was an
undisputed master of the warrior woodblock print. Born in Tokyo in 1797, his talent became
evident by the tender age of 12, when he became an apprentice to a famous print master.
Starting out with vivid illustrations of cultural icons — including Kabuki actors and Japanese
heroes — he moved on to a unique treatment of warrior prints, incorporating elements of
dreams, omens, and daring feats that characterized his distinctive style. These dramatic
eighteenth-century illustrations represent the pinnacle of his craft. One hundred and one full-
color portraits of legendary samurai pulse with movement, passion, and remarkably fine detail. A
must for collectors of Japanese art and a perfect first work for those who want to start their own
collection, it includes brief captions and a new introduction.

About the AuthorUtagawa Kuniyoshi (1797-1861) developed his artistic talents by the age of 12.
He created vivid illustrations of Japanese cultural icons, including magnificent prints of Kabuki
actors and — for what he is best known — great samurai warriors.
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Joseph J. Truncale, “A fantastic collection of Japanese Samurai prints for anyone who is into the
Japanese arts.. I have been an enthusiastic fan most of my life of anything to do with the martial
arts and the warrior arts. The Japanese Samurai “Code of Bushido” (Way of the warrior) has
always been part of my lifestyle having trained in numerous martial arts (Judo, Jujitsu, Karate-
do, Kenjutsu, Wakizashi-Jutsu etc.) systems over the years.I have also been interested in
Japanese poetry (Haiku) and art forms like the Japanese style of woodblock prints. I recently
purchased this wonderful volume (101 Great samurai Prints by Utagawa Kuniyoshi) of Samurai
prints for a reasonable price on Amazon.Even though I have seen many of these Japanese
wood block prints in the past, what makes this book unique is that on each page they not only
have a full color print of a Samurai, but it also has a short explanation on the bottom of the page
of who the drawing is supposed to be and what it means. Some of the prints include the
following Samurai: Oda Nobunaga, who was a famous war lord, the Samurai commander
Imagawa Yoshimoto, Takenaka Hanbee Shigeharu, who was the intellectual advisor to a military
commander, The Samurai Skai Ukon Masanao with his Katana (Long sword) drawn, Yamanaka
Shikanosuke Yukimori, a Samurai in full armor and numerous other beautiful prints.If you are into
the Japanese martial arts and artistic arts, you will love this fantastic set of beautiful Samurai
Prints.Rating: 5 Stars. Joseph J. Truncale (Author: The Samurai Soul: An old warrior’s poetic
tribute).”

Jesse Locke, “My new favorite bedtime book.. I feel like a kid again, reading this book. It’s a
delight to look at the pictures, and read a brief history of the particular samurai that is shown on
each page. If you enjoy Japanese culture and history, as much as I do. You will really love this
book I highly recommend it. It’s the best kind of gift you can give yourself.”

Jean Bonefont, “Great value. This thing is awesome, for the price it is unbeatable if you want
good art from the era. I do wish there was more information per piece but again for the price you
can’t ask for more. Definitely recommend a buy.”

Massa, “Great. Is what it is. Wood block prints of samurai. 101 of them.”

Fred Stanley, “Very nice!. All of the prints are printed very clearly and there's a really nice variety.
Each one comes with a description at the bottom and the beginning of the book offers an
explanation of the layout of each print. Definitely worth the buy if you're into samurai, Japan, or
Japanese art.My ONLY wish would be making the descriptions longer and providing more to
read on each picture, but the paragraph provided does the trick well enough.”

ryan oconnell, “Deff perfect for nebodys collection who are into Japanese and/or Samurai ....
Awsome illustrations throughout the entire book! I will be keeping my eye out for ne other wood



block print books that may come out or already be out! Deff perfect for nebodys collection who
are into Japanese and/or Samurai culture!!!”

Caramba, “Delivers exactly what it promises. This is a nice slim book showcasing 2 of Utagawa
Kuniyoshi's (1797-1861) series of wood-block prints : Heroic biographies from the Tale Of Grand
Pacification (50 prints); & The faithful samurai (51 prints).The printing is nice & clear (on decent
quality matte paper) each print taking a full page (nearly A4 size), with prints on both sides of
each page. There is a short, 2 page introduction & a couple of lines of explanatory text for each
print.All the prints are as the title suggests, of samurai, some in full armour, some in battle, but
most unarmoured, & some resting or preparing for battle.Sadly the writing that fills the top
section of each print is not translated (otherwise I'd give it 5 stars), but this is a nice affordable
edition with some lovely prints of samurai.”

Steve Hammond, “Pretty much was it says on the tin. You want 101 great Samurai prints? Well
that's what you get. The images are fairly large and pretty good quality. If you have an
appreciation for Japanese art and woodblock prints then you will likely enjoy this. A great
reference for drawing and some minimal information to wet your appetite for something more
substantial. This is not remotely scholarly though it isn't pretending to be.”

C. Doolan, “Amazing. I agree with one of the other reviews that Japanese art is like no other and
when it comes to depicting Samurai this book shows why. The illustrations are just so vivid and
the expressions on the faces of these warriors is frightening and fascinating all at the same time.
I particularly enjoyed looking at the illustrations of the 47 Ronin, those warriors who have
become almost mythical. I think this would be a great addition to anyones library who is
interested in Japan, Japanese art and of course Samurai.”

John M. Osullivan, “an awesome book. this book is a great tribute to the artist utawaga
Kuniyoshi. the book is beautifully set out, with a peice at the beggining about how a woodblock
print is designed; with various seals from artists and authors. under each print is a description of
the samurai portrayed, and a sentence or two deciphering the sybolic flowers or animals also
shown. in most, there is a short story behind the character's background or what battle he is
fighting in. a great book. i recommend this buy”

Purple, “Samurai Heaven!. This book is amazing! Much better than I had expected the notes on
each image are very informative and the stance of the samurai are great drawing reference for
me as a tattooist not to mention the details on the robes and weapons etc. Buy this book you will
not regret it!”

The book by Jenean Morrison has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 378 people have provided feedback.
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